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The perception of complex sounds, such as speech and animal
vocalizations, requires the central auditory system to analyze
rapid, ongoing fluctuations in sound frequency and intensity. A
decline in temporal acuity has been identified as one compo-
nent of age-related hearing loss. The detection of short, silent
gaps is thought to reflect an important fundamental dimension
of temporal resolution. In this study we compared the neural
response elicited by silent gaps imbedded in noise of single
neurons in the inferior colliculus (IC) of young and old CBA
mice. IC neurons were classified by their temporal discharge
patterns. Phasic units, which accounted for the majority of
response types encountered, tended to have the shortest min-
imal gap thresholds (MGTs), regardless of age. We report three
age-related changes in neural processing of silent gaps. First,

although the shortest MGTs (1–2 msec) were observed in pha-
sic units from both young and old animals, the number of
neurons exhibiting the shortest MGTs was much lower in old
mice, regardless of the presentation level. Second, in the ma-
jority of phasic units, recovery of response to the stimulus after
the silent gap was of a lower magnitude and much slower in
units from old mice. Finally, the neuronal map representing
response latency versus best frequency was found to be al-
tered in the old IC. These results demonstrate a central auditory
system correlate for age-related decline in temporal processing
at the level of the auditory midbrain.
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Decline in sensorimotor function is a common complaint among
the elderly (Corso, 1981). In fact, age-related hearing loss is the
most prevalent form of hearing impairment in our society (Gates
et al., 1990). Recent epidemiological estimates indicate that ap-
proximately one of three individuals over the age of 75 years
suffers from some degree of hearing impairment that diminishes
the ability to communicate effectively (White, 1985). Although
age-related hearing loss, or presbycusis, classically was thought to
be primarily a deficit in the function of the ear (Schuknecht, 1964;
Willott, 1991), contemporary studies suggest there may be a CNS
component as well (Duquesnoy, 1983; Dubno et al., 1984; Cran-
ford and Romereim, 1992; Jerger et al., 1994; Snell et al., 1994;
Fitzgibbons and Gordon-Salant, 1996). In these studies, elderly
listeners generally show a greater impairment, compared with
young subjects, when the speech signal is degraded either by
masking or by temporal alteration (Gelfand et al., 1988; Cobb et
al., 1993; Gordon-Salant and Fitzgibbons, 1993; Frisina and Fri-
sina, 1997). Although the underlying mechanisms responsible for
age-related deficits in speech recognition are poorly understood,
in many cases a concomitant decline in temporal processing exists
(Glasberg and Moore, 1988; Moore et al., 1992; Snell, 1997).
Consistent with deficits in auditory temporal processing are re-
ports of generalized age-related slowing in information process-

ing. This decrease in the speed of cognitive processing has been
hypothesized to be a global dysfunction of the aged brain (Salt-
house, 1985; Cronin-Golomb et al., 1991; Rapp and Amaral,
1992; Kim and Mayer, 1994).

The inferior colliculus (IC) mediates the integration of audi-
tory information from many brainstem nuclei (Adams, 1979;
Aitkin 1986; Oliver and Heurta, 1992). IC neurons demonstrate a
sophisticated level of processing for complex signals, including
species-specific vocalizations (Aitkin et al., 1994), amplitude
modulation (Rees and Møller, 1987; Langner and Schreiner,
1988; Langner, 1992), spatial localization cues (Semple et al.,
1983; Irvine, 1986; McFadden and Willott, 1994), duration tuning
(Casseday et al., 1994), envelope detection (Barsz et al., 1998),
and gap detection (Walton et al., 1997). The present report com-
prises one component of a series of experiments focused on the
examination of the neural mechanisms that may play a role in the
sensory deficits evident in the aged auditory system (Kazee et al.,
1995; Frisina et al., 1997; Walton et al., 1997; Zettel et al., 1997).

The detection of brief silent intervals, or temporal gaps, in an
ongoing sound is a simple, yet extremely efficient method used to
assess auditory temporal resolution (Plomp, 1964; Green and
Forrest, 1989). Moreover, elevated gap detection thresholds have
been linked to poor speech recognition in aged human listeners
(Glasberg and Moore, 1988; Fitzgibbons and Gordon-Salant,
1996). Here we systematically compare fundamental response
properties and neural gap detection ability in IC neurons of young
and old CBA mice. Two questions concerning age-related
changes in temporal acuity were posed: (1) is the neural circuitry
of the auditory midbrain that encodes temporal features of sound
(e.g., gaps) affected by age, and (2) are there concomitant age-
related changes in other single-neuron response properties that
underlie behavioral gap detection? This is the first study, to our
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knowledge, that demonstrates age-related deficits in temporal
processing at the single-unit level of the mammalian brain.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals. Young adult (2–3.5 months old) and old (24–28 months old)
CBA/CaJ mice were obtained from the National Institute of Aging and
The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME) and kept in an isolated,
noise-controlled vivarium on a 12 hr light /dark cycle. Food and water
were provided ad libitum. Before each experiment, animals were lightly
anesthetized with Metofane (methoxyflurane; Pittman-Moore, Inc.), and
the external auditory meatus was examined down to the tympanic mem-
brane for blockage. Only animals found to have clear external canals
were used.

Surg ical preparation. Animals were prepared under aseptic conditions
according to the guidelines for recovery surgery approved by the Com-
mittee on Animal Resources of the University of Rochester. Before
surgery, mice were deeply anesthetized with Metofane, the skull was
shaved, and the cranium was exposed by reflecting the scalp musculature.
Next, a 2% solution of lidocaine was applied topically. The area was
cleaned and dried, and a small, threaded metal tube was attached to the
skull surface using cyanoacrylate glue (Superglue) and dental acrylic. A
sharpened tungsten wire was implanted in the skull just in contact with
the dura mater and served as the indifferent electrode. The IC was
exposed by making a small craniotomy (0.5 3 0.5 mm). After covering
the opening with Gelfoam, the animal was allowed to recover at least 1 d
before the experiment.

Mice were mildly tranquilized (Taractan, 5–12 mg/gm) and placed in a
plastic restraint attached to a custom-built stereotaxic frame (Schuller et
al., 1986; O’Neill et al., 1989). Typically, old mice were administered
one-third to one-half of the dose required for young animals. The frame
was located in the middle of a heated (27–30°C), double-walled, sound-
attenuated room (IAC) lined with sound-absorbing foam (Sonex). The
animal’s head was fixed to the frame by bolting the threaded tube to a
rigid bar attached to the stereotaxic frame. Care was taken to ensure that
the animal was as comfortable as possible to avoid unnecessary distress
and body movement.

Stimulus presentation. Stimulus generation was controlled via a Digital
Equipment Corporation (Maynard, MA) Micro-PDP 11/231 computer,
interfaced to a programmable stimulus generation and spike acquisition
system. The search stimulus consisted of 100 msec wide-band (0.20–500
kHz) Gaussian noise bursts, with a rise–fall time of 1 msec gated by a
cosine envelope (Wilsonics BSIT programmable electronic switch) pro-
duced by a General Radio 1390-B random noise generator. Tone bursts
were generated similarly from a function generator (Wavetek 111). After
a neuron was isolated, the following experimental protocol was followed:
(1) audiovisual determination of best frequency (BF) and threshold, (2)
measurement of rate intensity functions using 100 msec noise and tone
burst stimuli, with 1 msec linear rise–fall times, presented at a rate of
four/sec, (3) measurement of spontaneous activity over 22 sec, and (4)
presentation of gap series at two carrier intensities, 65 dB sound pressure
level (SPL) (re: 20 mPa) and 10–20 dB above the noise minimum
threshold (MT). Minimum threshold was defined as the lowest intensity
at which an increase in activity above the spontaneous rate was just
noticeable. The intensity of the noise carriers never exceeded 80 dB SPL.
This protocol was followed until the unit was lost or the signal-to-noise
ratio of the spike waveform fell to ,3:1.

Gap stimuli consisted of silent gaps embedded between two noise
bursts. The initial noise burst (NB1) was 100 msec, and the second burst
(NB2) was 50 msec in duration, both with 1 msec linear rise–fall times.
A gap series began with a control stimulus without a gap (150 msec
duration), followed by a series of gap widths ranging from 1 to 150 msec.
These stimuli were presented 75 times and iteratively selected using a
bank of digital pulse generators (AMPI Master-8). All stimuli were
attenuated by a programmable attenuator (Wilsonics PATT), amplified
(Kenwood 620), and broadcast from a Panasonic model 203 leaf tweeter.
The speaker was placed 15 cm away from the head and 30° contralateral
to the recording location on the horizontal axis. Sound calibration was
performed by an automated program that stepped through frequencies
between 1 and 60 kHz (36 points/octave) and measured the output of the
speaker with a calibrated 1⁄4 inch condenser microphone (Bruel and
Kjaer, model 4135) placed at the location of the pinna and connected to
a measuring amplifier (Bruel and Kjaer, model 2610). The sound pres-
sure level varied less than 63 dB between 2 and 30 kHz and decreased
at 18 dB/octave at .30 kHz.

Recording and data acquisition. Recording sessions typically lasted

between 6 and 8 hr, throughout which time the animal was monitored
continuously. If at any time the animal showed signs of discomfort, such
as struggling or frequent movement, it was removed from the apparatus.
No more than three sessions were completed on any one animal, and the
final recording sessions were always completed within 14 d of surgery.
The responses of single units in the IC were recorded using borosilicate
glass micropipettes (A-M Systems) pulled on a programmable pipette
puller (Sachs and Flaming) and filled with either 3 M KCl (tip imped-
ances of 12–14 MV) or a 10% solution of horseradish peroxidase (HRP).
Electrodes were positioned over the IC using x- and y-axis manipulators
that were controlled by 1 mm resolution stepping motors. The z-axis was
manually controlled for coarse positioning of the electrode over the
surface of the IC, and single units were isolated in the IC using a
remote-controlled piezoelectric micropositioner (Burleigh Inchworm,
model PZ-575). This stereotaxic coordinate system allowed for session-
to-session electrode reposition accuracy of ;150 mm. In each animal, x,
y, and z coordinates were referenced to a fixed point on the stereotaxic
frame. Recordings were made over the complete dorsoventral extent of
the IC.

Neural activity was amplified (Dagan 2400), filtered from 0.3 to 5 kHz
(Krohn-Hite 3202), and led to a window discriminator (BAK DIS-1) for
spike isolation. The spike waveforms of all the units included in the
present study were continuously monitored with an analog delay (BAK
AD-3) and appeared triphasic in shape. The output of the window
discriminator was displayed in a dot raster format on a storage oscillo-
scope and also served as the input to two linked computer-controlled,
real-time clocks used for time stamping of stimulus and spike times.
Custom software allowed for spike times to be processed with a precision
of 10 msec and peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) to be computed
on-line.

Data analysis. To quantify the minimal gap threshold (MGT), PSTHs
were analyzed by an automated procedure that compared spike counts in
multiple time windows for the control (no gap) and gap response histo-
grams. The ability of a neuron to encode the gap is observed qualitatively
as a decrease in spikes occurring during the silent interval or as an
increase in spikes in response to the onset of NB2. In some units both
types of responses to the gap were observed. After sorting spikes into
PSTHs (1 msec bin width), spikes were counted using several different
time windows, referred to as a quiescent window or driven windows. The
start of the quiescent window was set at the end of the response to NB1.
For each gap series the start of the driven window was determined using
the first gap duration of the series, in which an unambiguous response
was present to NB2. The durations of the quiescent and driven windows
were set to 5, 10, and 50 msec. In each case, the comparison windows in
the control (no gap) histograms had identical durations and start times.
The rationale for this analysis assumes that the central targets of these
neurons are also looking at these windows to determine changes in the
gap stimulus. The MGT was quantified by a program that automatically
compared the spike counts in control and gap PSTHs. The analysis
program incrementally cycled through each gap histogram and reported
the histograms in which the count windows differed by .50% from the
control histogram. The MGT was obtained from the time window that
reported the lowest gap threshold based on two criteria: (1) the gap
duration that produced an increase or decrease of 50% in spike count
when compared with the control response, and (2) the requirement that
the next two longest gap durations in the series also met the above
criterion. Mean data were subsequently statistically analyzed using in-
dependent and dependent Student’s t tests and ANOVAs. Sample dis-
tributions were analyzed using linear regression analysis, and the Kol-
mogorov–Smirnov (KS) nonparametric test was used (Systat, Evanston,
IL) to test for differences in the distributions.

To quantify response latencies, mean first spike latencies and SDs were
computed from spike arrival times in response to 75 repetitions of the
control gap stimulus. The response to NB1 was windowed so that only
driven spikes were included in the analysis. The duration of the analysis
was 25 msec after the onset of the driven response for phasic units and 50
msec after the onset of the response in tonic type units. The raw spike
times were collected in 10 msec bins, which limited latency measures to
10 msec.

Histolog ical verification. In any neurophysiological study of the central
auditory system it is important to distinguish the location of units within
the nucleus under study. In addition to close inspection of specific
response types according to area, HRP microinjections were used to
calibrate locations of recordings within the IC. HRP (10% Sigma type
XII in 0.5 M KCl and 0.05 M Tris buffer, pH 5 7.3) was iontophoretically
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injected (electrode-positive), using 1.5 mA constant direct current for
15–20 min, into the area of the IC in which recordings were made
(Willard and Ryugo, 1983; Meininger et al., 1986). Animals were re-
turned to their cage and perfused transcardially 24 hr later with hepa-
rinized saline, and fixed with glutaraldehyde and paraformaldehyde.
Three serial sets of coronal sections were cut at 60 mm. Two sets were
processed with tetramethylbenzidine, and one was counterstained with
safranin-O. The third set was reacted with diaminobenzidine and coun-
terstained with cresyl violet (Mesulam, 1982). The centers of the injec-
tion sites were 500–990 mm in diameter and were confined to the central
nucleus of the IC. These procedures were similar to our previous reports
of structure–function HRP mapping studies in the IC of unanesthetized
mammals (Frisina et al., 1989, 1997; O’Neill et al., 1989).

RESULTS
A total of 131 and 165 single neurons were recorded in the IC
from nine young and 13 old CBA mice. These animals partici-
pated in 56 experimental sessions, which averaged 2.5 and 2.2
sessions for young and old mice, respectively. Only neurons
located in the dorsal cortex and central nucleus of the IC were
included in this study. BFs and thresholds of these single units are
plotted in Figure 1. In young mice (open circles) thresholds ranged
from 21 to 65 dB SPL, and BF ranged from 2.5 to 65 kHz.
Single-unit thresholds for the old animals ( filled circles) ranged
from 10 to 72 dB SPL and BF ranged from 5.4 to 51 kHz. The
lowest unit thresholds from young animals (dashed line) agree
well with previously reported behavioral and neurophysiological
measures of sensitivity for the CBA mouse (Willott, 1978; Stiebler
and Ehret, 1985; Li and Borg, 1992). Comparison between the
best young and best old thresholds reveals an age-related thresh-
old shift of ;20–30 dB across frequency, a finding that has been
reported previously in both evoked potential and single-unit stud-
ies of the rodent IC (Willott, 1986; Li and Borg, 1992; Finlayson
and Caspary, 1993). The spontaneous activity was measured for
13 sec in this group of units and ranged from 0 to 42 spikes/sec in

young neurons and 0 to 45 spikes/sec in old neurons (Fig. 2A).
There was no significant age-related difference in the frequency
distribution or means of spontaneous activity (Student’s indepen-
dent t test, t 5 0.73; p 5 0.465), and the largest difference in
spontaneous rate was 10% .0–2 spikes/sec bin. The majority of
neurons in both age groups had SRs less than six spikes/sec.

Temporal response patterns
In the central auditory system (CAS) temporal response patterns
are typically classified into two general categories, phasic and
tonic, based on their PSTHs (Willott and Urban, 1978; Rhode et
al., 1983; Willott et al., 1988; Rhode and Greenberg, 1994; Pal-
ombi and Caspary, 1996). Phasic units discharge either at stimu-
lus onset or offset and then rapidly cease discharging, whereas
tonic units tend to discharge continuously or (in the case of
inhibitory neurons) cease to discharge during the duration of the
acoustic signal. From this general classification scheme, eight

Figure 1. Distribution of BFs and thresholds for IC units in young (n 5
127, open circles) and old (n 5 147, filled circles) CBA mice. The dashed
line represents the best fit (by eye) to the best thresholds of the young
units. Although the range of BFs is similar for the two age groups, there
is a clear difference of ;20–30 dB between the best thresholds of the
two ages.

Figure 2. Spontaneous rates and the proportion of different temporal
response patterns remains stable with age. A, Distribution of units with
spontaneous rates from 0 to .40 spikes/sec from old animals (n 5 147,
filled bars) and young animals (n 5 127, hatched bars). B, Distribution of
units encountered in young (hatched bars) and old ( filled bars) animals
having temporal discharge patterns that corresponded to unit classifica-
tions of the present study.
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different response types were subsequently identified and classi-
fied by their PSTH when stimulated with the control stimulus
(150 msec noise bursts). The temporal response patterns included
four phasic types: (1) onset (ON), which displayed only a tran-
sient response to the signal onset; (2) onset-sustained (ONs),
similar to the ON type, but displaying a low-level response
throughout the duration of the stimulus; (3) phasic-off (OFF),
analogous to the ON, but discharging in a phasic manner only to
the offset of the signal; and (4) ON–OFF, discharging phasically
to both the onset and offset of the signal.

Four additional categories of tonic response types were en-
countered: (1) primary-like (PL), displaying a fast-adapting re-
sponse at stimulus onset, followed by a strong (.20% of transient
response) sustained component; (2) sustained (SUST), similar to
the PL but not showing a prominent initial phasic response; (3)
buildup (BU), exhibiting a long response latency after which the
response strength slowly increased during the duration of the
stimulus; and (4) inhibitory (INH), inverse of the SUST type,
showing considerable background activity that declined during
the duration of the stimulus. Figure 2B shows that the frequency
of occurrence of each unit type in the young and old IC was
remarkably similar. Phasic neurons, primarily ON and ONs, ac-
counted for the majority of response types encountered in the IC
of both the young and old mouse. The ON and ONs categories
accounted for ;60% of the population versus only 30% for PL
and SUST response types. There were very few OFF, INH, and
BU units encountered in either the young or aged IC.

Temporal responses to gaps
Minimal gap thresholds were obtained for 78 units from young
animals and 108 units from old animals. Complete gap series were
obtained for both carrier intensities (65 dB SPL, 10 or 20 dB
above MT) in 30 young units and 20 old units. In young animals,
7 of the 131 neurons recorded were unresponsive to noise bursts
but responded to tones, whereas 14 of the 165 units recorded from
aged mice were unresponsive to noise. Figure 3 displays examples
of phasic (lef t column) and tonic (right column) response types
tested with the gap stimulus in seven units from aged mice and
one unit from a young mouse. In each PSTH the gap duration was
well above the gap threshold for that particular unit. The gap
response of the neuron is indicated (arrow). The ON (Fig. 3A)
and ONs (Fig. 3B) units had very low background activity and
discharged synchronously to both NB1 and NB2. ON–OFF (Fig.
3C) units also had low spontaneous activity but discharged to
both the onset and offset of both noise bursts. When the gap width
was small (Fig. 3C), the offset response to NB1 and onset re-
sponse to NB2 merged. OFF units (Fig. 3D) discharged synchro-
nously to the end of the stimulus. PL neurons (Fig. 3E) discharged
in a pattern similar to auditory nerve fibers (Zhang et al., 1990)
responding to the silent gap with a cessation of activity (arrow-
head) and then a transient increase in spike discharge (arrow).
The SUST response pattern (Fig. 3F) is very similar to the
primary-like pattern in that response strength decreases during
the gap, but it lacks the phasic increase in spikes at the beginning
of the response. The temporal responses for BU units (Fig. 3G)
had very long latencies, and spike counts slowly increased
throughout the duration of the signal. In contrast to the above
three categories, INH neurons (Fig. 3H) displayed a high level of
spontaneous activity and ceased to discharge during the noise
bursts. However, when gap durations exceeded the gap threshold,
INH units discharged during the gap (arrow).

The magnitude of the neural response to gap stimuli varied

systematically as the gap duration increased. Figure 4 displays
three examples of phasic ON-type units, one from a young CBA
mouse (Fig. 4A) and two from a 24-month-old CBA mouse (Fig.
4B,C). Phasic units encode the silent gap by responding to the
onset of NB2, and therefore the MGT is measured by an increase
in firing probability time-locked to NB2. In the unit from the
young mouse, driven activity in response to NB2 (arrowhead)
grew rapidly for gap durations .1 msec and spike counts to NB2
approached the magnitude of the NB1 response as gap duration
increased from 2 to 10 msec. Typically, phasic units from young
animals had very short MGTs, and response strength approached
the magnitude of the NB1 response when gap durations increased
to 10 msec. These results are in agreement with previous reports
describing the neural encoding of gaps in auditory cortex of bird
and cat (Buchfellner et al., 1989; Eggermont, 1995).

Although some phasic units from old animals had similar
gap-encoding characteristics as those observed in units from
young animals, only 22% of phasic neurons in old mice had MGTs
of ,2 msec versus 57% in young animals. In addition, increases in
gap duration beyond the MGT resulted in slower recovery of
response magnitude in units from old mice. This is illustrated in
Figure 4B, which shows a unit from an old mouse that does not
respond to NB2 until the gap width reached 10 msec (arrowhead),
and even at gap durations of 16 msec (6 msec above the MGT) the
magnitude of the response was ,50% of the NB1 response. In
contrast, Figure 4C illustrates good gap-encoding capability of
another unit from an aged mouse, which is similar to the unit from
the young mouse, having an MGT of 1 msec (arrowhead) and
displaying a rapid increase in response strength as the gap width
lengthened.

An additional three phasic units from old mice displaying poor
gap-encoding abilities are shown in Figure 5. For two of the three
neurons the MGTs exceeded 10 msec (Fig. 5A,C), and all three
showed slower recovery of response strength to NB2 when com-
pared with the NB1 response. In all three units, response strength
to the gap had recovered to only 6% (Fig. 5A), 17% (Fig. 5B) and
11% (Fig. 5C) of the NB1 response for gaps of ;10 msec.

Gap functions were used to characterize the response of a
neuron to gap durations above and below the MGT. Gap func-
tions were computed by plotting the number of spikes elicited by
NB2 as a function of the gap duration. The shape of these
functions also revealed differences among unit classifications.
This is illustrated in Figure 6 for two ON units (Fig. 6A) and two
PL units from a young mouse (Fig. 6B). The driven window was
adjusted to include all of the discharges evoked by NB2 for the
ON units but was limited to 50 msec for the PL units (solid
symbols). One can consider the response to NB1 as the unadapted
or control response. The spike counts to NB1 are displayed to the
right of the gap functions in each panel. ON units were charac-
terized by very low driven activity after the initial phasic response
for gap durations below the MGT. As gap duration exceeds the
MGT, spike count rapidly increases. In contrast, PL units (Fig.
3E) are characterized by steady-state driven activity throughout
the duration of both noise bursts. Near the MGT, one observes a
small increase in spike count in response to NB2. The functions
then tend to flatten out as gap duration increases. The lack of a
clear change in spike count with increases in gap duration is
attributable to the fact that the spike count in the driven window
of the control histogram is relatively large and sets a baseline
from which the neuron can signal a stimulus-related change with
an increase in discharge rate. Because PL units discharge
throughout the duration of the stimulus, one observes a cessation
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Figure 3. Neural encoding of silent gaps varied depending on the temporal response pattern of a unit. Examples of PSTHs to the gap stimulus from
the eight response types encountered in the young and old CBA inferior colliculus. All examples were taken from old animals ranging in age from 24
to 28 months [except for the inhibitory unit (H ) taken from a 3-month-old CBA mouse]. Additional examples of PSTHs to gaps from young animals can
be found in an article by Walton et al. (1997). Phasic units include the on (A), on-sustained (B), ON–OFF (C), and OFF (D), and tonic units include
primary-like (E), sustained (F ), buildup (G), and inhibitory (H ). The intensity of the gap stimulus was 65 dB SPL, and the silent gap was preceded by
NB1 of 100 msec and followed by NB2 of 50 msec. The neural response to the gap (large arrows) varied for the different temporal response patterns.
Above MGT all phasic neurons responded synchronously to both the onset of NB1 and NB2. Most tonic units fell into the PL and SUST classes, and
the gap was encoded by sustained activity throughout the duration of NB1 and NB2, with complete cessation of activity at long gap durations
(arrowheads). BFs for the eight units ranged from 8.5 to 33 kHz, and the noise threshold ranged from 32 to 45 dB.
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Figure 4. PSTHs showing the typical age effect on neural responses to gaps for three different ON units. The top row in each column shows control (0
msec gap) responses. A, PSTHs from a gap series recorded from an ON unit in a young animal (BF, 19.1 kHz; threshold, 28 dB SPL). The unit in B is
representative of those units encountered in old CBA mice (BF, 13.5 kHz; threshold, 22 dB SPL). The unit responded poorly to gaps, had an elevated
gap threshold (MGT, 10 msec), and prolonged recovery to NB2. Note that the NB2 response to the 16 msec gap is substantially ,50% of the response
to NB1. In contrast, C shows a unit from an old animal that responds very much like the unit from the young animal (A), having an MGT (arrowhead)
of 1 msec and a relatively strong gap response at all gap durations (BF, 14.5 kHz; threshold, 36 dB SPL).
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Figure 5. Additional examples of gap series from three ONs units recorded from a 24-month-old CBA mouse, all displaying very poor gap-encoding
ability. Gap thresholds, denoted by the arrowheads, ranged from 6 to 11 msec. Note that all three units displayed very long recovery times, when the NB2
response is compared with the NB1 response at each gap width. Recovery strength was only 22% for the 31 msec gap for the unit in A (BF, 9.8 kHz;
threshold, 30 dB SPL), 43% for the 17 msec gap width for the unit in B (BF, 31.3 kHz; threshold, 38 dB SPL), and 53% for the 51 msec gap duration
for the unit in C (BF, 23.8 kHz; threshold, 34 dB SPL).
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of driven activity during the quiet window between the end of
NB1 and the start of NB2. The analysis of spike counts in the
quiet window typically results in the lowest MGT in the majority
of tonic units (Fig. 6B, open symbols). Note that in these two units
the decrement in the spike counts during the quiet window
approaches zero spikes by 10 msec gaps. These units demonstrate
MGTs that are in the range of those obtained for PL units from
young animals.

Minimal gap thresholds
The distribution of mean MGTs as a function of age for the
subcategories of phasic and tonic units is shown in Figure 7. With
the exception of the OFF units, the mean MGTs are longer in

aged CBAs, regardless of response type. In young mice ON, ONs,
ON–OFF, PL, and BU units generally had shorter MGTs than
INH, SUST, and OFF units. In old mice the longest mean gap
thresholds were found for INH, SUST, and BU units in increas-
ing order. Mean gap thresholds for the remaining unit types were
within 1–2 msec of the young mean. The large difference between
the mean MGTs in the OFF category may be related to the
relatively low sample size (n 5 3, young; n 5 7, old).

The main age-related finding with respect to changes in neural
gap detection is illustrated in Figure 8, which compares the
frequency distribution of MGTs for all units as a function of age.
It is clear from this distribution that although the smallest MGTs
(1 msec) were observed in units from both young and old animals,
the frequency of occurrence of 1 msec MGTs was much lower in

Figure 6. Magnitude of the neural response varies with increases in gap
duration for different unit types. A, Two different ON units in which the
number of spikes elicited by the onset of NB2 in the driven window is
plotted against gap duration. The driven window was adjusted to include
all of the discharges evoked by NB2. The spike count elicited by NB1
(control response) is shown to the right (A) and ( B) denoted by the letter
C. The 0 msec spike count represents the driven activity measured when
a gap would have been present in the control (150 msec) stimulus. Note
that the spike count rapidly increases in ON units for gap durations .1
msec and then saturates. B, Gap functions from two PL units in which
spike counts were measured in both a driven window of 50 msec ( filled
symbols, lef t axis) and a quiet window set to equal the duration of the gap
(open symbols, right axis). A normalized spike count of 1.0 would occur
when the spike count in the control PSTH equaled the count during the
gap. The nonselective profile of the driven window gap function is caused
by the relatively large number of spikes in the control histogram ( filled
symbols), which sets the baseline from which the neuron can signal a
stimulus-related change by a change in discharge rate. Spikes measured in
the quiet window of PL units are shown to change rapidly as the gap
duration increases.

Figure 7. Frequency distribution of mean MGTs plotted as a function of
response type for the 108 gap series of units from young animals and 131
series from old animals. Note that the mean MGTs are generally longer
for units from the old animals compared with young, regardless of re-
sponse type (except for the OFF class). The total numbers of units in
which gap series were obtained in both young and old mice were ONs, n 5
107; ON, n 5 31; ON–OFF, n 5 15; OFF, n 5 17; PL, n 5 20; SUST, n 5
31; INH, n 5 13; and BU, n 5 5.

Figure 8. Proportion of units having MGTs ranging from 1 to .11 msec
for the young (hatched bars, n 5 78) and old ( filled bars, n 5 108) mice.
Note that the distribution favors considerably higher gap thresholds for
the units from old animals.
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old CBAs. That is, 50% fewer neurons that had MGTs ,2 msec
were encountered in the IC of old CBA mice. This was true
regardless of the presentation level of the gap carrier. Further-
more, the proportion of IC units with longer MGTs is greater in
the aged mouse (Student’s t test, t 5 2.65; p 5 0.008).

Gap recovery functions
To characterize the neural response to gaps varying in duration,
gap recovery functions were computed. This was accomplished by
using the NB1 response as the control for each gap width and
then computing the change in response strength to NB2, for
which 100% indicates that the number of discharges to NB1 was
equal to NB2. Because phasic units accounted for the majority of
response types encountered in the IC in both age groups, and
these units also tended to have the shortest MGTs, gap functions
were computed for a sample of ON and ONs units in each age
group (Fig. 9). The majority of units from young mice displayed
very rapid recovery, with nearly every unit reaching 75% recovery
(dashed line) for gaps of ,10 msec. In contrast, few neurons in
aged mice reached 75% recovery even at gap durations of 50

msec. In addition, the slopes of the recovery functions formed two
nearly nonoverlapping distributions. The mean slope of neurons
from young animals was 6.63 (SEM 5 0.26), compared with 2.19
(SEM 5 0.61) of units from old mice, and the distributions were
significantly different ( p , 0.0001, KS two-sample test). Also
note that in several units from young mice the magnitude of
response to NB2 far exceeds that to NB1, as represented by data
points .100%. The maximum facilitation for several units ex-
ceeded 150% in young mice, but very few neurons in old mice
showed any facilitation whatsoever.

Response latency
Another metric of neural temporal resolution is the mean latency
to the first elicited spike for each stimulus presentation. This was
computed for the control gap stimulus and is plotted as a function
of BF in Figure 10. Response latency for units from young
animals (top) declines with increases in BF. In contrast, in units
from aged mice (bottom) the dependence of mean first spike
latency on BF is much less apparent, although the distributions of

Figure 9. Neural recovery functions plotted for 30 phasic units (ON and
ONs types only) in young (top panel ) and old (bottom panel ) animals.
Neural recovery was quantified by computing the number of spikes elic-
ited by NB2 divided by the spike count to NB1 3 100. This was done for
every histogram in the gap series. A recovery value of 100% would
represent equal discharges to both NB1 and NB2. Dashed horizontal lines
represent 75% recovery. Recovery to the 75% criterion is complete by
#10–15 msec in nearly every neuron from the young animals, whereas
most neurons from old animals do not reach this criterion for any of the
gap durations tested. Note also that many neurons from young animals
show facilitation; e.g., the response to NB2 is greater than NB1 for certain
gap durations.

Figure 10. Mean first spike latency distributions and regression analyses
plotted as a function of BF for young (top) and old (bottom) units. All
response latency measures were derived from noise bursts presented at 65
dB SPL. To measure only spikes evoked by the signal, the analysis period
was restricted to the first 25 msec after response onset, as measured from
the PSTHs of a unit, for phasic units (ON, ONs, and ON–OFF) and 50
msec for tonic units (PL and SUST). Response latencies ranged from 3 to
22 msec in the young distribution and from 3.3 to 28 msec in the old
distribution. Acoustic delays were subtracted from the raw latency values
using a linear regression used to fit the data (solid line). The dotted line (fit
by eye) highlights the gradient of shortest first spike latencies in both
young and old distributions.
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first spike latencies are similar (KS two-sample test, p . 0.05).
Furthermore, note that the gradient of shortest response latencies
across BF is readily apparent in units from young animals (Fig. 10,
top, dotted line). The shortest latencies are associated with the
highest BFs. This gradient is absent in the unit distribution for the
old mice; short first spike latencies occur for both low (,10 kHz)
and high BF units. One other metric of response latency was
analyzed and remained stable with age. Previous reports indicate
that variance in first spike latency from IC units should increase
with the mean first spike latency (Langner and Schreiner, 1988).
Our data indicates that this relationship holds true for units from
both young (r2 5 0.35; p , 0.001) and old (r 2 5 0.52; p , 0.001)
neurons.

DISCUSSION
Effects of age on basic response properties
This study was motivated by the desire to discover, in the mouse
auditory midbrain, neurophysiological correlates of age-related
temporal processing deficits described in elderly human listeners
(Schneider et al., 1994; Snell, 1997). With regard to basic single-
unit response properties, we found that only minimum thresholds
showed a significant elevation in sensitivity, with a mean differ-
ence of 32 dB. This finding is likely to reflect the magnitude of the
peripheral deficit previously reported (Willott et al., 1988;
Schmiedt et al., 1990, 1996; Li and Borg, 1994; Palombi and
Caspary, 1996). However, other single-unit response features
appeared to remain stable with age in the current study. Sponta-
neous rates and the distribution of temporal discharge patterns
did not differ in units from young and old animals. These results
are consistent with previous studies in the CBA mouse (Willott et
al., 1988) and Fischer 344 rats (Finlayson and Caspary, 1993;
Palombi and Caspary, 1996).

Age-related changes in gap encoding
Two principal findings of the present study demonstrate age-
related changes in the neural processing of silent gaps. First, the
number of IC neurons capable of encoding the shortest gap
durations was reduced by ;50% in old versus young mice.
Whether this magnitude of neuronal decline produces parallel
behavioral deficits in old mice is not yet known. However, previ-
ous studies correlating neuroanatomy with behavioral perfor-
mance have shown that an age-related decrease in the number of
neurons in other neural systems can be correlated to declines in
behavioral performance. Stroessner-Johnson et al. (1992) found
an age-related reduction of nearly 40% in the number of cholin-
ergic neurons in the medial septal nucleus of old monkeys. A key
function of these neurons is to act as regulatory gatekeepers for
hippocampal input. Monkeys showing a decline in cholinergic
neuron numbers were found to have deficits in a memory retrieval
task measured behaviorally.

A second and more striking age-related difference was that
most neurons from old mice displayed a slowing in the neural
recovery from previous stimulation. Gap functions (Fig. 6A)
indicate that ON units from young mice display rapid recovery
and can encode gaps of varying durations by changes in response
strength. In contrast, in many old neurons the gap response
elicited by NB2 failed to recover to within 75% of the NB1
response even after 10 msec, whereas nearly all young phasic
neurons recovered with gaps of #10 msec. Moreover, we found
that the auditory system of young mice is not only better at
detecting brief gaps compared with aged mice, but many units in
young mice possess nonlinear, time-dependent facilitation that

may enhance detectability of sound following gaps. The vast
majority of units in old mice showed no facilitation at all. Delay-
dependent facilitation has been demonstrated in studies of tem-
poral processing in echolocating bats (Suga and O’Neill, 1979;
O’Neill and Suga, 1982). At the level of the mouse IC, units
showing delay-dependent facilitation are a significant minority of
the sampled population, but their prevalence is comparable to
that in the mustached bat IC, in which (depending on the criteria
used) they make up anywhere from 14 to 31% of the population
(Mittman and Wenstrup, 1995). As demonstrated in the present
study, facilitation is maximal between 5 and 10 msec after NB1
offset in the mouse, comparable to the bat data (Mittman and
Wenstrup, 1995). In echolocating bats, delay-dependent neurons
are associated with both target ranging and feature detection of
particular vocal structures in communication calls (Ohlemiller et
al., 1996). It is intriguing to find that delay-dependent facilitation
also occurs in a nonecholocating species like the mouse, but we
are unsure at this time what role such a process plays in mouse
auditory behavior.

Age-related changes in response latencies
In addition to the age-related changes in neural processing of
gaps, we also found changes in the timing of the first spike in the
aged mouse. In the young CBA mouse IC, the distribution of
response latencies is rather broad, and a latency gradient exists
along the cochleotopic (tonotopic) axis. Because the tonotopic
axis runs in a dorsolateral to ventromedial direction (Stiebler and
Ehret, 1985; Willott, 1986), and because first spike latency de-
clines with best frequency, minimum latency would also be ex-
pected to decline with depth in the IC. Our results (Fig. 10A) in
the mouse are in agreement with earlier reports showing an
expanded latency representation in the IC of other mammals,
including the rat (Horikawa and Murata, 1988), cat (Langner and
Schreiner, 1988), and bat (Park and Pollak, 1993b; Haplea et al.,
1994). The 20–40 msec difference in latency between the fastest
and slowest neurons in the young mouse IC is much too great to
be attributed to axonal path length delays in the incoming affer-
ents. Instead, local circuitry has been implicated in prolonging the
onset of the excitatory response (see below).

Interestingly, the latency gradient across frequency that was
evident in young mice collapsed in old mice (Fig. 10B). This was
not attributable to the lengthening of latencies in high-frequency
units as one might expect but rather to the shortening of latencies
in low-frequency units. The spread of latencies among neurons
with similar BFs either remained unchanged or slightly expanded
with age. That aging differentially affects the representation of
first spike latencies (presumably) along the tonotopic axis, but not
the spread of latencies within isofrequency slabs, suggests that
there are at least two mechanisms influencing latency in the IC.
One mechanism establishes a latency gradient for determining
the shortest latencies along the tonotopic axis, and it is this factor
that is affected by age. The second factor establishes a latency
spread within isofrequency slabs, and this representation of re-
sponse latency appears to be preserved with age.

Possible mechanisms underlying age-related changes
At least two possible age-related changes in neuronal function
could account for the present findings. The interplay between
excitation and inhibition is known to shape many response prop-
erties of IC neurons. Specifically, the inhibitory neurotransmitter
GABA is involved in many aspects of sound processing, including
intensity and latency coding (Park and Pollak, 1993b), shaping
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receptive fields (Park and Pollak, 1993a), binaural interactions
(Gooler and Feng, 1992; Yang et al., 1994), and duration selec-
tivity (Casseday et al., 1994). Caspary et al. (1990, 1995), Mil-
brandt et al. (1994), and Milbrandt and Caspary (1995) have
demonstrated complex age-related declines in GABA at the re-
ceptor and cellular levels in the auditory midbrain. For example,
in Fischer 344 rats there is an age-related decrease of .30% in
both GABAA and GABAB immunoreactive neurons. Age-related
changes in glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD), a GABA synthe-
sis enzyme, have also been seen in the nucleus of the lateral
lemniscus and the IC but have not been observed in the cochlear
nucleus of Fischer 344 rats (Gutierrez et al., 1994; Raza et al.,
1994). Interestingly, an age-related decline in GAD has also been
reported in human hypothalamus, hippocampus, and cerebellum
(McGeer and McGeer, 1976).

If aging simply mimics the effects of blocking GABA, as one
might predict from studies showing that GABA declines with age
in the IC, then one might expect old neurons to speed up,
resulting in shorter response latencies in the overall distribution
of old mice. Instead our data suggest that minimum latencies in
the low-frequency part of the IC were shorter in old mice,
whereas those in the high-frequency area remained unchanged.
This differential effect might reflect more subtle changes in the
function of GABAergic inhibition. In bats, in which GABA
distribution has been studied in detail, GABA immunoreactivity
is greater in the dorsal IC than in the ventral IC, complementary
to the distribution of glycine (Winer et al., 1995; Fubara et al.,
1996). Furthermore, Park and Pollak (1993b) demonstrated that
blocking GABAergic circuits had a greater effect on long-latency
IC neurons located more dorsally than on short-latency units
found ventrally. Therefore an age-related decline in GABA might
explain shorter latencies in dorsally located, low-frequency
neurons.

Age-related changes in calcium homeostasis have also been
hypothesized to lead to cellular dysfunction in the aged brain
(Khatchaturian, 1982). Intracellular Ca21 levels are highly regu-
lated by proteins that display high-affinity for Ca 21. Ca21-
binding proteins have been implicated as protective agents
against excitotoxicity, a common neurodegenerative factor in
both normal aging and many age-related neurological diseases
(Iacopino and Christakos, 1990; Baimbridge et al., 1992). Abnor-
mal Ca21 buffering can result in high levels of intracellular Ca21,
which could result in cell injury or death (Hugon et al., 1996).

We have recently discovered age-related changes in the levels
of two closely related calcium-binding proteins in the mouse IC
(Zettel et al., 1997). In dorsomedial regions of the IC of the aged
CBA mouse, the number of cells expressing calretinin increased
with age (by .60% in the commissural nucleus), whereas those
expressing calbindin declined by 22%. Any factor that alters
intracellular Ca21 kinetics could affect the encoding of rapid
acoustic events. In fact, several studies have reported age-related
alteration in the time course of voltage-gated Ca21 influx in aged
hippocampus neurons relative to neurons from young animals
(Landfield and Pitler, 1984; Landfield, 1987; Campbell et al.,
1996). Moreover, nimodipine, an L-type Ca21 channel blocker,
has been shown to reverse the increased duration of afterhyper-
polarizations and to promote spike discharge in aged hippocam-
pus neurons (Disterhoft et al., 1989; Moyer et al., 1992). Perhaps
prolongation of recovery times and decreased strength of
response to NB2 are related to altered Ca21 regulation in the
aged IC.

In conclusion, our findings highlight age-related changes in

three measures of temporal processing in the CAS and suggest
that behavioral MGTs may depend on both the total number of
available neurons capable of detecting short-duration gaps and on
the speed at which these neurons recover excitability. It should be
stressed that these age-related changes are not uniform; i.e., the
temporal coding properties of a substantial portion of neurons are
affected, whereas others are spared. Whatever mechanisms gen-
erate these aging effects are apparently not globally manifested
across the entire IC but instead seem to act focally. Further
experiments are required to examine specific age-related cellular
and neural dysfunction responsible for declines in temporal res-
olution found in the aged IC.
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